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“It feels fitting to be watching a show that meant so

much to me, while mourning the old me. It feels fitting

to be watching a show that has been declining, as I

have seen my own decline. A show I used to watch

with old friends who are no longer around. Now I

watch it alone on my couch crying and laughing and

wishing things could go back to the way it was but

knowing that even if it did, it would never feel the

same. The weight and the chaos of adult life can

never be undone and that magic I once felt can

never spark the same.”

the rest of your life

I texted this to myself on my birthday at two in the morning. I was watching new episodes of

Saturday Night Live (be still my beating heart, Timothée Chalamet) and thinking about this person I

used to be and the world I used to live in. And I feel that it is time to lay her to rest. Old Miranda

had many great qualities. Old Miranda also had some great faults. There are many versions of the

old me, as I have developed into the person I am today. I have changed. I am still learning to accept

that, and to accept and validate the reasons I have changed. It’s hard when your family tells you

that they are sad they no longer see the motivated, ambitious, high achieving person you used to

be. Like yes, it makes me fucking sad too, Linda. Marsha Linehan, the creator of Dialectical Behavior

Therapy (DBT) and fellow Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) warrior, says that sadness fits the

facts when, “you have lost something or someone permanently” or if “things are not the way you

want or expected and hoped them to be.” She leaves room for other examples as well, but even

based on these justifications, it is valid for myself and my loved ones to feel sad. But is it effective

for us to ruminate on this sadness? What about all my secondary emotions? Shame for not meeting

certain societal expectations. Guilt for not expressing my love in the same, Leslie Knope-esque way.

Fear that my relationships and well-being will continue to deteriorate over time. There must be

acceptance of Old and New Miranda to allow for space and grace to continue to bloom.

When I think of Old Miranda, I think of myself at one extreme end of a spectrum. Old Miranda was

closer to a Type A, overachiever. I wanted to be the best at everything I did and I wanted to do

everything. My typical day junior year of high school included morning swim practice, zero hour

class, regular school day, college math class, and afternoon swim practice. Occasionally there was

an orchestra concert or rehearsal mixed in there. Old Miranda felt like she could do anything, now I

see she followed the praise. She did what she was encouraged to do and never really understood

what she really wanted or needed outside of praise. Old Miranda adhered to society’s expectations

and only broke them by exceeding them. She pushed through a lot of things and called it strength.

She held in emotions and called it bravery. Her self confidence was low, but her ego was huge. She

had an inflated sense of self importance, that she was going to go to an interesting and prestigious

school, be a college athlete, have adventures, and after graduation she was going to do important

things to change the world.



I mostly miss her ability to get shit done (why is EVERYTHING so hard now?), but I am so proud of the

person I am becoming. I lived so many years pushing through things and pushing down things for the

promise of “the rest of my life,” only to be disappointed by it. Now I am figuring out what brings me

true joy by taking things slowly. I am more thoughtful and purposeful.  I have started to come down

from my pedestal of inflated ego and am more open and understanding of others' experiences and

life choices. There is no one right way to live.

In reality, Old Miranda and New Miranda are the same person, she is me. She has been shaped by a

continuum of experiences. I deserve to live for Present Miranda. To feed and care for her so that she

can radiate light, peace, and love. I just need to figure out how to do that again. Like I said, Old

Miranda could get shit done: cooking meals every week, taking extra classes in college, working two

jobs while taking said extra classes and swimming 16+ hours a week. Now I can’t even cook for

myself reliably (don’t be fooled by my recipes, I’m not very consistent). Now there is no goal, no

promise, no reason to work so hard. I’m so burnt out on working hard I can’t force myself to do it

anymore. I must figure out how to do things for the sake of doing them. A clean house is calm. A

clear pool is refreshing. A delicious meal is satisfying.

I remind myself there are many things I still want to experience. I want to eat ice cream and other

food that makes my brain tingle. I want to sit in coffee shops and lose myself in pages. I want to

learn how to ask for help. I want to fall in love again. I want inside jokes. I want to see Nicole get

married. I want to walk down the streets of Hoboken and eat at O’Bagel again. I want to watch

Serena grow up. I want a little Miranda to knit little sweaters for. I want things to be easier. I want

my brain to stop tormenting me. 

the rest of your life

I have a lot of work to do in therapy still, and probably a

discussion with my psychiatrist about trying new

medication. It’s terrifying. It’s even more terrifying to know

this will be a lifelong battle. That these moments of

intense pain and desire to escape will happen again, and

again, and again. It’s exhausting to be in your own head. 

Someone once told me, “Miranda, your ‘good’ will always

outshine any of your ‘bad.’ You are a beautiful bee and

sometimes things don’t make sense but you keep

bumbling along until you find the path you think is going

to keep going.” So let’s keep bumbling, through the good

and the bad. There are still so many things to experience.

Let’s keep going.



The last few years I have made a list of new years goals and aspirations. They aren't really

traditional resolutions, more just directions I'd like to grow or reminders of a life I want to

live. There are room for mistakes and space to try again. One of my aspirations in 2018 was

to harness my voice, and that's how the newsletter came to be.  Here are my goals and

aspirations for 2021.

new year nothing new

be more responsive to your friends and loved ones
recognize destructive and distorted thought patterns
live a little more for Present Miranda, not just Past Miranda and Future Miranda
return to your core values, i.e. living and eating more sustainably 
nourish your supportive relationships
self-acceptance, of every version of yourself. especially during long stretches of alone time
treat myself at least once a month
get better grades -> do ALL your assignments ON TIME
find the magic in life again, even if only in moments



RECIPE FOR DEPRESSION



DBT SKILL: DEAR MAN

Describe - describe the situation with facts, be specific as to what you are

reacting to

Express - express your feelings about the situation, do not assume the other

person knows exactly how you feel. I like to say, “I feel X and Y, because Z”

Assert - directly ask for what you want or say no clearly.

Reinforce - explain why it is beneficial for this person to give you what you

want. 

Mindful - stay on topic, be a broken record. Don’t let the conversation devolve

into an argument about past resentment, “well you never wash the dishes”

Appear Confident - eye contact, straight back, strong voice. Avoid “I’m not

sure,” or “I don’t know” because you fucking know. Tell them.

Negotiate - be willing to compromise. Discuss other solutions, ask the other

person what they think would work.

DEAR MAN is an interpersonal effectiveness skill that provides a structure for

effectively communicating what you want/need or how to say no. It is one of many

acronyms that can be found in Dialectical Behavior Therapy. I find this skill very

difficult to follow through with, because not only does it mean I have to deal with

my feelings, but I have to share them with the person who directly or indirectly

caused those feelings. I’m not sure why I never learned how to do this or was made

to feel like I can’t tell other people that they have hurt me or to set boundaries. It

feels like unnecessary confrontation and ignoring the problem or leaving completely

is so much easier. But this is not effective!
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Miranda Writes is a free
publication, however, if
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newsletter and this
starving artist (therapy is

expensive y'all) we are now
accepting gifts via PayPal
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http://paypal.me/mirandarohn

